Online Resources (Accessible Online Environment)

Universal Design (URL External Link)

Web Accessibility (URL External Link)

YouTube Videos (Design) (URL External Link)

YouTube Video (PowerPoint) (URL External Link)

Yale University YouTube Resources:

Intro to Accessibility Part I: How People with Disabilities Use the Web & WCAG 2.0 AA (link is external)

Intro to Accessibility Part II: Accessible Writing–HTML Page Titles & Headings (link is external)

Intro to Accessibility Part III: Readability (link is external)

Intro to Accessibility Part IV: Links (link is external)

Intro to Accessibility Part V: Images & Alt-Text (link is external)

Intro to Accessibility Part VI: Tables (link is external)

Accessible Interactions: Part I (link is external)

Accessible Interactions: Part II (link is external)